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FLOW CHARACTERISTICS OF HYDRAULICALLY
FRACTURED GRANITE ROCKS UNDER HIGH
TEMPERATURE
Kumari W.G.P.1 and Ranjith P.G.2
ABSTRACT: Hydraulic fracturing technique, which is widely used to enhance the permeability of tight
geological formations, has been employed to stimulate unconventional geothermal systems. However,
these reservoirs are accompanied by high in-situ stresses and large geothermal gradients. Therefore, it
is important to understand the hydraulic fracturing process and the respective permeability enhancement
under extreme temperature and pressure conditions. Therefore, the aim of the present study is to
understand the effect of flow performance of hydraulically fractured granite under high temperature and
pressure conditions. A series of flow-through experiments were conducted on granite specimens which
were hydraulically fractured under 60 MPa confining pressure and two temperature conditions: room
temperature and 300 °C. Corresponding influence on rock microstructure was studied using highresolution CT imaging with the IMBL facility of Australian Synchrotron. Based on the experimental
results, it was found that one single fracture is induced at room temperature. However, a perforated
zone with multiple inter-crystalline cracks is induced in the wellbore zone under the high-temperature
fracturing process. Therefore, the measured permeability was almost one order higher in the sample
hydraulically fractured under high temperature up to 20 MPa confining pressure. Further, it was identified
that the fracture permeability and the fluid discharge were strongly stressed dependent.
INTRODUCTION
For a successful reservoir stimulation, it is essential to understand reservoir geomechanics, including in
situ stress and temperature condition, reservoir rock properties, presence of natural fractures), and
injection fluid properties (flow rate, viscosity, and compressibility) (El Rabaa, 1989; Kumari et al., 2018;
Middleton et al., 2015; Qian et al., 2020; Warpinski and Teufel, 1987). Injection of cold water into highly
heated rock can result in thermal damage on the rock structure due to induced thermal cracks, which
can cause enhancement of flow performance due to new fluid paths or widening of existing fluid paths
(Guo et al., 2018; Kumari et al., 2017). Considering hydraulic fracturing under high temperatures, these
thermally enhanced flow paths can enhance near-wellbore permeability resulting in higher fluid leak-off
to the matrix (Kumari et al., 2018; Stephens and Voight, 1982). Therefore, the stimulation mechanism
and the stimulated volume can be different compared to the room temperature condition, and it is
essential to understand the underlying mechanisms of the high-temperature hydraulic fracturing process
followed by flow enhancement. In this regard, considering the complexity associated with field-scale
hydraulic fracturing exercises, laboratory scale hydraulic fracturing experiments, and laboratory-scale
permeability experiments can provide valuable information of hydraulic fracturing process followed by
flow performance of hydraulically fractured rock under controlled temperature and stress conditions.
A large number of laboratory-scale hydraulic fracturing tests has been performed to understand the
effect of in-situ stress, interactions of natural and hydraulic fractures, injection rate, and properties of the
injection fluid (Blanton, 1982; Li et al., 2019; Sarmadivaleh, 2012; Wanniarachchi et al., 2017; Warpinski
and Teufel, 1987; Zoback et al., 1977). These studies have revealed that hydraulic fracture propagation
is strongly stress-dependent such that hydraulic fractures propagate along the major principal stress
and the difference of horizontal stresses and the presence of natural fractures determine the geometry
and quantity (i.e. either single or multiple) of fractures (Blanton, 1982; Sarmadivaleh, 2012; Zoback et
al., 1977). In addition, it has been identified that injection rate, wellbore perforation, the presence of
notches and properties of injection fluid influence the breakdown pressure (the pressure at which the
rock is fractured) (Fallahzadeh et al., 2015; Wanniarachchi et al., 2017; Zoback et al., 1977). However,
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only a few studies have paid attention to flow enhancement due to laboratory hydraulic fractured
samples under different stress conditions. Wanniarachchi et al. (2017) has employed hydraulically
fractured siltstone samples under room temperature and found that increase of effective pressure from
4 to 24 MPa at 1 MPa injection pressure results reduction of fracture permeability of 56% and 81% for
partially fractured and fully fractured samples, respectively. However, almost all the studies have been
performed under room temperature conditions under small in-situ stress conditions, and therefore the
effect of temperature on the hydraulic fracturing process is little known.
In this regard, recent experimental work of Kumari et al. (2018), who conducted hydraulic fracturing
experiments under a wide range of confining pressures from 0 to 60MPa and temperatures from room
temperature to 300°C simulating different geothermal environments, provides an essential
understanding of hydraulic fracturing under extreme stress and temperature conditions applicable to the
geothermal environment. Continuing that study, the present research aims to understand the flow
performance of hydraulically fractured granite rock, which was fractured under high temperature and
pressure conditions. Coupled flow mechanical experiments were conducted to study the flow
performance of granite specimen, which was hydraulically fractured under 60 MPa confining pressure
and two temperature conditions (room temperature and 300 °C). In addition, the effect of rock
microstructure on high-temperature fluid injection has been identified through high-resolution CT
scanning testing. Therefore, the present study could understand the flow behaviour of hydraulically
fractured rock in both micro and mesoscale, which can provide valuable knowledge on underline
mechanisms of the flow performance of geothermal reservoir rocks.
EXPERIMENTAL METHOD
Sample Description
Granite samples were collected from the Harcourt Batholith, which is a large multiple intrusion located
in Northwest Victoria, Australia. The selected granite had, medium to coarse-grained gran structure, and
it was found that it has similar mineralogical and petrographic characteristics of granites found in
Australian geothermal wells. Figure 1 illustrates the closer view of a typical granite specimen. Before
the experiments, the samples were carefully characterized in terms of mineral and petrophysical
features and, Table 1 summarizes the petrophysical and mechanical properties of selected granite
under room temperature atmospheric conditions.
22.5 mm
3 mm

22 mm
45 mm

Figure 1: Closer view and a schematic representation of a typical sample prepared for
hydraulic fracturing experiments
To prepare the samples for high temperate and high-pressure hydraulic fracturing followed by
permeability experiments, cylindrical samples of 22.5mm diameter were prepared employing a low
coring rate and water as a lubricant drilling coring process. Then samples were cut into 45 mm lengths,
and two ends were carefully ground to ensure perfectly parallel surfaces (surface irregularity > 10 μm).
Next, to initiate the hydraulic fracture, a 3mm diameter wellbore was created by drilling the sample
centres mid up to mid-depth (22 mm) employing a 3 mm drill bit. In order to minimize sample damage,
a low drilling speed was employed with a lubricant and, this created wellbore acted as an axial notch to
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aid hydraulic fracture initiation (Sarmadivaleh, 2012). Using the compressed air drill hole was cleaned,
and then samples were washed and stored in a 40 °C oven to remove moisture.
Table 1: Physical, and petrographic and mechanical properties of selected granite under room
temperature and pressure conditions
Main minerals
Grain size distribution
Bulk density (kg/m3)
Porosity (%)
Uniaxial compressive strength (MPa)
Young’s modulus (GPa)
Poisson’s ratio
Brazilian tensile strength (MPa)

Quartz (48%), K-feldspar (10%), plagioclase feldspar (18%), biotite (22%), other
minerals (2%)
0.3-1.5 mm
2630
0.8
149.5
18.2
0.22
7.0

High-temperature and high-pressure tri-axial testing apparatus
The recently developed high-temperature and high-pressure tri-axial apparatus available at Deep Earth
Energy Laboratory in Monash University (Shao, 2015) was employed for the high-temperature pressure
hydraulic fracturing experiments and fracture permeability experiments. This testing apparatus is
capable of simulating deep geothermal conditions with confining pressure up to 137 MPa, injection
pressure up to 165 MPa, axial load up to 1000kN and temperature up to 300 °C. The laboratory overview
and the inside view of the testing machine are shown in Figure 2.
(a)

(b)

Hydraulic cylinder

Top plate
LVDT
Fluid
flow line
Insulation
jacket
Load
cell
syringe pump
Confining line
Injection line syringe pump
syringe pump
Directional

Pressure
cell

Steel
clamps

Sample
encapsulated with
annealed copper
sleeve
Thermocouple
(inside)
Bottom
plate

pump

(a) Laboratory overview of the high-pressure high-temperature triaxial set-up (b) Closer view of the
inside of the cell
Figure 2: High-pressure high-temperature triaxial set-up
In this system, for fluid injection, applying confining pressure and axial load, three independent hydraulic
pumps are used and, an electric band heater has been employed to apply the required temperature.
Temperature is carefully controlled and monitored with two independent thermocouples attached to the
pressure cell and inside of the pressure cell (Figure 2(b)), respectively. Further, the specially designed
heating blanket has been used to eliminate any thermal losses during the experiments. In order to
produce large confining pressures under high temperatures, silicone oil has been used as the confining
medium. Further, to isolate the sample with the confining media, particularly machined annealed copper
sleeves are employed as the membrane. Also, specially designed four steel clamps were employed to
eliminate any leakages or fluid losses. A bottom pedestal with a top O ring was employed for the
hydraulic fracturing experiments, while permeability experiments were conducted with another bottom
pedestal with machined distribution rings (Kumari et al., 2018). Specifically manufactured hightemperature O rings made of Teflon were employed for all the high-temperature experiments.
Hydraulic fracturing and fracture permeability test procedure
Throughout all the hydraulic experiments, the axial load was controlled to apply 2 kN of deviatoric force.
This ensured larger axial stress compared to confining press which resulted in the initiation of hydraulic
fracture along the wellbore. Prior to both hydraulic fracturing experiments, the target temperature and
pressure were applied and maintained for 3 hours prior to fluid injection to achieve equilibrium. The
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temperature was applied at a heating rate of 5 °C/min to minimize possible damages to the sample due
to thermal shock. Considering the limited pump volume of 65 ml and the fluid leak-off through the
samples, water was injected employing a constant rate of 5 ml/min. Table 2 represents the hydraulic
fracturing test conditions employed for selected samples considered in this study.
Table 2: Hydraulic fracturing test conditions of each sample
Sample
1
2

Confining Pressure (MPa)
60
60

Temperature (°C)
20
300

Breakdown Pressure (MPa)
72.43
66.41

After the fracturing tests, the copper sleeve was carefully removed by machining it and, fracture
permeability tests were conducted with a new membrane. The same high-temperature, high-pressure
triaxial set-up was employed for the experiments changing the bottom pedestal. The axial load was
maintained throughout all the experiments to apply equal pressure as confining pressure such that σ 1=
σ3. Drained permeability tests were then performed by injecting distilled water at selected injection
pressures under the considered confining pressure and temperature conditions. In order to understand
the effect of confining pressure and injection pressure on hydraulically fractured specimens under room
temperature and high-temperature conditions, permeability test series were performed at room
temperature. The experimental programme was carefully designed to minimize the damage of the
fracture asperities such that both confining pressure and injection pressures were increased gradually
from lower pressures to higher pressures. Further, it was ensured not to release confining pressure
throughout the experiments.
Similar to the hydraulic fracturing experiments, all the fluid flow lines
were drained prior to the experiment to eliminate the presence of any air bubbles. Accumulating
downstream fluid mass was recorded using an electronic balance with an accuracy of 0.01g, and the
corresponding steady-state mass flow rate was calculated. The detailed fracture permeability test
programme employed in the present study is presented in Table 3.
Table 3: Experimental methodology
Sample
Sample 1

Sample 2

Confining Pressure (MPa)
10
15
20
10
20
40
60

Injection Pressure (MPa)
7, 8, 9
12, 13, 14
16, 17, 18, 19
4, 5, 6, 8
5, 8, 10,12, 15
10, 20 25, 30, 35
20, 30, 40, 50

CT scanning tests
One of the main aims of this experimental study is to understand the flow performance of hydraulically
fractured samples which were fractured under high temperatures. Due to high-temperature conditions,
rock micro-structure can certainly be altered. Hence, high-resolution CT scanning imaging technology
was employed with Australian Synchrotron to understand the micro-scale effects of rock during hightemperature hydraulic fracturing. The Imaging and Medical beamline (IMBL), which allows 10 μm voxels
high resolution, was employed for the scanning process.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Breakdown curve of the hydraulic fracturing process
Figure 3 illustrates the pressure-time curve of the hydraulic fracturing process for the two samples.
Considering those breakdown pressure curves, four main stages of pressure development stages can
be identified: (i) initial pressure development, (ii) linear wellbore pressurization, (iii) hydraulic fracturing,
(iv) post-failure stage. It was found that the breakdown pressure is both stress and temperaturedependent. However, stress influence is greater compared to the temperature effect (Kumari et al.,
2018).
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Figure 3: The pressure-time curve for different confining pressures
With increasing confining pressure, breakdown pressure is increased, as discussed in the well-known
Hubbert-Wills criteria (Hubbert and Willis, 1957) as follows.
𝑃𝑏 − 𝑃0 = 3𝜎ℎ − 𝜎𝐻 + 𝜎𝑇

(1)

Where Pb is the breakdown pressure, Po is the initial pore pressure, σh is the minimum horizontal stress,
σH is the maximum horizontal stress, and σT is the tensile strength of the rock. It should be noted that
the present experimental results are lower than the HW criteria due to the small sample size,
unperforated wellbore, which results in a larger pressurization area, and temperature effects.
Further, considering the pressure-time curve, a small initial pressure development time can be identified
while that region is considerably higher in Sample 2. During the initial pressurization stage, water is
entered to pre-existing fractures and accessible pores resulting in a small pressure development. Once
those accessible pores are filled, wellbore pressurization begins resulting in a significant pressure
development. However, in the high-temperature experiment, with increasing temperature viscosity of
water is linearly decreased while its compressibility is non-linearly increased (Lemmon et al., 2002).
Further, cold water injection into the comparatively hot rock can result in the initiation and propagation
of thermally induced cracks casing higher fluid leak-off under this condition. This can result in a larger
initial pressurization region under high-temperature conditions as well as relatively low breakdown
pressure. Further, considering the post-failure stage indicates induction of secondary cracks in Sample
2 can be identified. Larger pressure drops in Sample 1 indicate the release of pressure (releasing water
to downstream) along the induced hydraulic fracture; however, the fracture has been closed due to the
confining pressure, resulting in a residual pressure equal to the confining pressure. This feature is less
evident in Sample 2, instead of irregular small pressure drops and rises can be identified. This suggests
that due to the thermal effect, the fracturing mechanism under high temperate is different from room
temperature due to the alteration of rock structure and fracturing fluid properties.
Effect of temperature on hydraulic fracturing process
In order to understand the effect of rock microstructure due to the high-temperature hydraulic fracturing
process, high-resolution CT imaging technology was employed, and Figure 4 illustrates CT images
taken from the cross a cross-section (1 mm away from the wellbore) of each sample. Considering the
CT images, it should be noted that the dark colour regions indicate low-density regions (voids and
fracture) while light colour regions indicate high-density regions (different minerals).
Considering CT images of Sample 1, a tiny single hydraulic fracture is visible, closer to the injection
point; however, with increasing sample length (away from the injection point), induced hydraulic fracture
aperture has been decreased. Reduction of fracture aperture during fracture propagation can be
explained as a reduction of free energy during fracture propagation. However, compared to the room
temperature experiments, under the considered resolution (10 μm), fracture aperture is hardly visible in
Sample 2, which was fractured under 300 °C. Interestingly, as shown in Figure 4(b), the enlarged
images show a porous region closer to the wellbore, which indicates damage to the rock microstructure
due to the injection of cold water into the hot rock. It should be noted that both Sample 1 and 2 were
performed under the same confining pressure; therefore, this microstructural alteration solely depends
on the temperature effect. The high-temperature hydraulic fracturing process has resulted in the
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induction of micro-cracks in the wellbore zone apart from the main fracture due to the quenching effect.
Further, the breakdown pressure curve of the high-temperature experiment suggests that these
secondary cracks are further initiated and propagated during the continuous injection of cold water.
However, compared to the main fracture aperture, these secondary fractures are relatively low (< 20
μm). Although the apertures of thermally induced fractures are considerably lower than the main
hydraulic fracture aperture due to the higher fracture density, these induced secondary fractures may
enhance the flow performance of the sample. For example, compared to the room temperature
condition, measured main fracture aperture (hydraulically induced) at the inlet location under 300 °C is
50% smaller, which might be due to the viscosity reduction of the fluid-induced under high temperature
and enhanced fluid leak-off due to thermal damage (Li et al., 2021; Middleton et al., 2015). Therefore,
in order to understand their flow performance, independent drain permeability tests were conducted over
a wide range of stress conditions, as discussed in the next section.

Wellbore

Hydraulic fracture

Hydraulic fracture

1
mm
(a) Sample 1

Main fracture

Thermally
damaged
zone
1 mm
(b) Sample 2
Figure 4: Enlarge views of CT images
Steady-state flow rate of the hydraulically fractured granite
Flow behaviour of Sample 1 (which was hydraulically fractured under 60 MPa confining pressure and
room temperature) and Sample 2 (which was hydraulically fractured under 60 MPa confining pressure
and 300 °C) were investigated over a wide range of confining pressures (σc) and different injection
pressures (σi) at room temperature condition. It was ensured that σi < σc to ensure further hydraulically
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induced fractures do not initiate during the experiment by eliminating any negative effective stress
development. The detailed test programme employed for both samples is presented in Table 3.
Considering the extreme injection pressures employed, first, the applicability of Darcy law (Darcy, 1856)
for the present experimental conditions were checked, and Figure 5 illustrates the variation of steadystate flow rate with injection pressure for both samples. For all the confining pressures, the steady-state
flow rate was increased with increasing the injection pressure. A linear relationship with the coefficient
of determination (R2) over 0.9 in all the considered conditions was found. Further, the calculated highest
volumetric flow rate was 1.6 x10-10 m3/s (For 10 MPa confining pressure and 9 MPa injection pressure
in Sample 2). Therefore, laminar flow condition, Darcy law was employed to calculate the permeability
of the fractured rocks.
0.010

Sample 1

Steady state flow rate (ml/min)

Steady state flow rate (ml/min)

1.2E-3

8.0E-4

4.0E-4

10 MPa
15 MPa

20 MPa

Sample 2
0.008
10 MPa
20 MPa

0.006

40 MPa
0.004

60 MPa

0.002
0.000

0.0E+0
0

5
10
15
Injection Pressure (MPa)

20

0

20
40
Injection Pressure (MPa)

60

Figure 5: Steady-state flow rate with injection pressure for different confining pressures
Permeability of the hydraulically fractured granite
Considering the selected granite type under 10 MPa confining pressure and 8 MPa injection pressure,
the steady-state volumetric flow rate of the intact sample was found as 1×10-13 m3/s. However, under
the same condition, this figure for both Sample 1 and 2 was 1×10-11 m3/s and 1.6×10-10 m3/s,
respectively. Therefore, throughout the study, permeability was calculated, neglecting matrix
permeability with the assumption that fluid flow only occurs through the induced fracture as follows.
Neglecting the gravitational effects, Darcy law for one-dimensional flow can be expressed as follows:
𝑄=−

𝐴𝑘 𝑑𝑃
𝜇 𝑑𝑥

(2)

where Q is the volumetric flow rate, A is the free flow area, k is the permeability of the media, μ is the
dynamic viscosity of the fluid, and dP is the pressure drop along the distance dx.
In order to obtain the free flow area, it is important to incorporate fracture aperture for hydraulically
fractured samples and hence assuming fracture flow occurs through two idealized parallel plates,
fracture permeability was calculated based on the cubic law as suggested by Witherspoon et al. (1980)
as follows:
𝑄=−

𝑤𝑒 3 𝑑𝑃
12𝜇 𝑑𝑥

(3)

where e is the hydraulic aperture and w is the fracture width.
Therefore, assuming linear pressure gradient, hydraulic fracture aperture can be calculated for the
present condition as:
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1/3
12 𝑄𝜇
𝐿
𝑒=(
)
𝑤
𝑃𝑖 − 𝑃𝑜

(4)

where L is the sample length Pi is the injection pressure, and Po is the outlet pressure.
Further, considering free flow area as; A= ew and, combining Eq. 6 and 7, fracture permeability for each
condition can be calculated as follows:
𝑘=

𝑒2
12

(5)

where k is the permeability of the fracture.
Figure 6 illustrates the variation of calculated permeability with injection pressure for both Sample 1 and
2.
Injection pressure (MPa)
0

5

10

15

0

20

10 MPa
15 MPa
20 MPa
1.E-8

Permeability (Darcy)

Permeability (Darcy)

1.E-7

60

1.E-5

1.E-6

Sample 1

Injection pressure (MPa)
20
40

Sample 2
1.E-6

10 MPa
20 MPa
40 MPa
60 MPa

1.E-7

1.E-8

Figure 6: Permeability variation with injection pressure for different confining pressures
It was found that with increasing confining pressure, both steady-state flow rate and permeability nonlinearly decrease in both Samples. Interestingly it was found that both the steady-state flow rate and
permeability of Sample 1 is considerably lesser than Sample 2. For example, under 10 MPa confining
pressure and 8 MPa injection pressure steady-state flow rate of Sample 1 was 1 x10-11 m3/s, while this
was 1.6 x10-10 m3/s in Sample 2, which is one order higher than Sample 1. Under this condition,
permeability reduction was also in the same order, such that 0.21 mD permeability was found in Sample
1 while this figure was 2 mD in Sample 2. It should be noted that, because of the smaller flow rate of
Sample 1, flow-through experiments were conducted under comparatively small confining pressures (up
to 20 MPa) and under higher injection pressures (minimizing the effective stress). Considering the
present experimental work, since both Samples were hydraulically fractured under the same confining
pressure by employing identical stress conditions effect of temperature on the hydraulic fracturing
process can be captured.
As identified in the CT images, only a single hydraulic fracture is present in Sample 1, while Sample 2
is consisted of multiple fractures in the wellbore zone due to injection of cold water into the hot rock.
Although the fracture aperture of both main fracture and the secondary fractures of Sample 2 is
considerably low (secondary fracture apertures are < 20 μm while main fracture aperture is 50% lower
than the Sample 1, because of the creation of perforated zone closer to the wellbore zone, the porosity
of Sample 2 is considerably higher than Sample 1. This was evident with a higher leak-off during the
hydraulic fracturing process also. Therefore, permeability is almost one order higher in the sample
hydraulically fractured under high temperatures under the same stress conditions. As a result of the
injection of cold water into the hot rock, due to the induced thermal stresses, rock microstructure can be
altered with the induction of both intergranular and intragranular cracks depending on the temperature
condition. Considering the present experiment, cold water was injected into the granite rock which was
under 300 °C during the hydraulic fracturing experiments. Therefore induction of intergranular cracks
alone quartz-quartz, quartz-feldspar boundaries can be expected as identified in (Isaka et al., 2018).
These thermally induced cracks can substantially alter the flow performance of the rock matrix
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(Ghassemi and Kumar, 2007; Kumari et al., 2018) and therefore, considering the geothermal context,
induction of multiple thermally induced fractures can be expected, which results in considerable
permeability enhancement of near-wellbore zone.
The effect of stress state on flow characteristics of fractured granite
While linear increment of steady-state flow rate was observed with increasing injection pressure,
calculated permeability change was insignificant in a certain confining pressure. However, with
increasing confining pressure, it was found that both steady-state flow rate and permeability was nonlinearly decreased, depicted in Figures 5-7.

0

Confining pressure (MPa)
10
20

Confining pressure (MPa)
20
40
60

0

30

80

1.E-5

1.E-5

Permeability (Darcy)
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y=
R² = 0.9927
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1 MPa
2 MPa
3 MPa
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Permeability (Darcy)
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1.E-6
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(a) Permeability variation with confining pressure of the two samples under different effective
stresses
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R² = 0.9641

2.E-6
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1.E-6

5.E-7

y = 2E-06e-0.231x
R² = 0.9927

0.E+0

(b) Comparison of permeability variation of two samples for different effective stresses
Figure 7: Effect of the stress state on fracture permeability
For example, considering Sample 1, the average steady-state flow rate decreased from 1x10-11 m3/s
to 4x10-12 m3/s once the confining pressure increased from 10 MPa to 20 MPa. The respective
permeability reduction was also in the same order, such that from 0.22 mD to 22 nD. However,
considering Sample 2, it was found that the average steady-state flow rate was decreased from 1x10-7
m3/s from 5x10-10 m3/s once the confining pressure is increased from 10 MPa to 60 MPa. The respective
permeability reduction was also in the same order, such that from 1.8 mD to 0.18 mD. Further, it was
found that the flow performance of each sample due to applied stress levels was also dissimilar. For
example, once confining pressure increased from 10 MPa to 20 MPa, the respective permeability
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reduction of Sample 1 was one order while that figure was 75% in Sample 2. It further emphasizes that
the induced fractures (both hydraulically and thermally) are highly stress-dependent such that increased
normal stress results in non-linear closure of those fractures. Since Sample 1 consists of one single
fracture, the effect of normal stress is more significant because once the single fracture is closed, the
entire flow is impeded. However, since Sample 2 has consisted of multiple fractures, the fluid flow tends
to take preferential perforated paths under higher stress conditions resulting in better flow performance.
The corresponding stress state significantly influences the flow performance of both intact and fractured
rocks. In this regard, change of both normal stress (confining pressure Pc) and pore pressure (injection
pressure Pe) plays critical roles (Makurat et al., 1991; Rutqvist and Stephansson, 2003). Therefore, the
stress condition acting on the sample is generally discussed with the term effective stress:
𝑃𝑒 = 𝑃𝑐 − 𝛼𝑃𝑖

(6)

where α is taken to be 1.0 for water (Cheng, 2014). Therefore, permeability variation with increasing
confining pressure was checked under different effective stresses, as shown in Figure 7. It was found
that the permeability of both samples was exponentially decreased. This result is consistent with a
number of studies that employed different types of intact rocks. This implies that with increasing reservoir
depth/ reduction of pore pressure, a non-linear relationship (exponential/logarithmic) can be employed
to understand the flow performance of hydraulically stimulated reservoir rocks (Rutqvist and
Stephansson, 2003). With the increment of effective pressure on the fractured reservoir, the flow
resistance increased as a result of the closure of the induced aperture (Tuncay and Corapcioglu, 1995).
Therefore, it can be identified that, under high confining pressures (deep reservoir conditions), once the
pore pressure is realized during the hydraulic fracturing process, the induced fracture is substantially
closed. This can result in a significant reduction of transport characteristics, and therefore it is essential
to keep the fracture open once the fluid pressure is released. In this regard, proppants which are typically
small solid particles (sand, ceramic), chemical or gel (Patel et al., 2014), are generally mixed to the
fracturing fluid in the oil and gas fields. Considering high-temperature geothermal environments, it is
important to evaluate the performance of different proppant types (Gomaa et al., 2015), and this can be
identified as a future research direction.
CONCLUSIONS
In this study, the flow performance of hydraulically fractured granites under two different temperature
conditions was investigated. From the study results, the following conclusions are drawn:








Under high temperatures, the mechanism of the hydraulic fracturing process is different
compared to room temperature conditions due to thermal damage to the rock matrix and the
change of material properties of the fracturing fluid.
CT images confirmed that one single fracture is induced at room temperature. However, a
perforated zone with multiple inter-crystalline cracks is induced in the wellbore zone apart from
the main fracture under the high-temperature hydraulic fracturing process.
Although the fracture aperture of both main fracture and the thermally induced fractures are
relatively low compared to the room temperate condition, because of the creation of perforated
zone closer to the wellbore zone, experimental results revealed permeability is almost one order
higher in the sample hydraulically fractured under high temperature under the same stress
conditions up to 20 MPa confining pressure.
It was identified that non-linear reduction in fracture permeability due to applied normal stresses.
Further reduction of effective stress on the fracture resulted in an increment of fluid discharge
due to associated pore pressure variations and an increase of fracture aperture.
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